Established know-how for demanding professionals

Drilling

Sawing

Milling

Planing

Safety Technology

The range you can trust:
Panhans V 91
The V 91 twin II panel saw from Panhans. A saw blade pivoting on both
sides +45.5 to -45.5°, continuously adjustable speed and cutting height up
to 172 mm are the main benefits of this machine.

Panhans BSB 400 - 900
With the BSB 400 - 900 bandsaw from Panhans, APA II bandsaw guides top
and bottom, full die-cast running wheels and a blade tension indicator are
an indispensable standard.

Panhans 245 easy / medio / ultimo / classic / classic plus
The 245 easy, medio and ultimo, spindle moulders feature a spindle that can
pivoted on both sides +45.5 to -45.5°, a positional control and a continuously
adjustable speed in all variants.

Panhans Safety Technology
The safety-aware carpenter works with APA bandsaw guides and the
sophisticated safety technology from the HOKUBEMA company.

Panhans 116
The Panhans 116 mortising machine offers features such as workpiece stop,
frame assembly, mitre stop as well as via dowel boring device, moving device.
Comes with two clamping levers with eccentric cams as you would expect.

Panhans 334 / 335 / 336
This high-quality planing machine has a finely-planed die-cast machine
table, electrical convenience equipment as well as a smooth planing fence.

Panhans 436 easy drive
The Panhans planing machine has a compact space requirement and
features a sophisticated planing system and the ‘easy drive’ positioning
control.

Service writ large!
The entire team at HOKUBEMA is looking forward to interesting discussions and
encounters at the relevant specialist trade fairs or to our visitors. We are on hand
with our specialist advice around the clock.

We are committed to ensuring that Panhans machines will also retain their
position in the market in the future.
We offer:
- the proven Panhans range
- reliable service
- long-term supply of replacement parts
- innovative developments

Telephone-Service:
+49 7571 755-0

HOKUBEMA
Maschinenbau GmbH
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